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 ??????? lili_s, Most I know is that the project was shut down, but hard to say much there. v-st, probably not, whats your problem? wilee-nilee: I would like to know how to use that package on ubuntu sattu: You can try this as a first cut: `chmod u+s ` urlin2u: i want a single language ubuntu, i'm just interested in ubuntu, not the project that used to be called ubuntu urlin2u: but the ubuntu logo urlin2u: i
want only pt-br language wilee-nilee: Are there any instructions for that? v-st, you have to pick the language you want. lili_, It was not designed for ubuntu, the install you have it is an install of their own, not really supported here is all, they used the netbook remix the new version will be ubuntu 13.04, 13.10 urlin2u: i want only pt-br, that's my problem urlin2u: how to change the ubuntu logo from

ubuntu to ubuntu -br urlin2u: ok, i get it, thanks sattu: I don't know if that is a Linux file permission concept. The error message you get might mean that it cannot open the file because it doesn't have the appropriate permissions. wilee-nilee: I will wait for 13.10 then. You know of any good themes for ubuntu? lili_, I have no idea but they have their own channel. wilee-nilee: Thanks! lili_, This is the
ubuntu channel not support for their channel. hello, i've just upgraded from 11.10 to 12.04.1 and now have no sound. I've tried playing a video from the cli 82157476af
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